Arbeitsblatt:
Die Mercator-Weltkarte
Arbeitsblatt: Die Peters-Weltkarte
Arbeitsblatt: Die McArthur-Weltkarte
The Hobo-Dyer Equal Area Projection

This new map belongs to the family of Cylindrical Equal Area projections in which the latitude and longitude lines form a rectangular grid. Other projections in this family include the Lambert, Cylindrical Equal Area and Universal Transverse Mercator projections. In the present case the "meridians" are assumed to wrap around the globe and not through it at 111° north and south. In order to preserve the equal area property the size of the landmasses become progressively flattened towards the poles, but shapes between 45° north and south are well preserved.
Van der Grinten Projektion
Fuller-Projektion

OUR SPACESHIP EARTH
one island in one ocean ... from space
" ... earth of astonishment: a little spaceship called Earth. " - Buckminster Fuller
Novelty-Projektion

Arden-Close Novelty, Cylindrical; Neither Conformal or Equal-area; Charles F. Arden-Close; 1943
Wetch projection (Transverse Central Cylindrical); Neither Conformal or Equal-area; J. Wetch; Before 1850